The Captain's Fund is dedicated to the memory of a "very special person who died recently." He was an example to many of living life "until the end." The fund seeks to help and support the families, bills, and respite care of people with direct financial assistance, so "now seems a good time to remind readers about the Trust." The clearly defined aim of the Trust is to give financial assistance to gay or gay-related projects in Derby, Leicester, Nottingham and surrounding counties. Do you know anyone or any project which you feel should be considered? If you do, let them see this. It could make all the difference to them... At serious applications are given consideration and the Trustees try to help wherever possible. Applications should be addressed to J.C. Hardy, Enq. Hon. Sec. Pavilion Trust, One B, Boulevard, Darbyshire, DE7 3AA.

The Captain's Fund for people living with HIV/AIDS - a film about black American homosexuality - appeared in the journal last month to launch an HIV/AIDS organization. The event was organized jointly by Nottingham AIDSAIDS Information Project and Nottingham Body Positive to launch the Captain's Fund for people living with HIV/AIDS.

 Ebony, Breaston, Derbyshire, DE7 3AA.

The show will combine to keep people interested and the runners

The photos (back page) show what appears to be a series of stunts with Chris Hinchley holding up a tin of beans.
NEW GAY GROUP IN CHESTERFIELD

A new gay men's social group has started fortnightly meetings in Chesterfield and already is attracting about two people to a meeting. The group has the official support and backing of Derbyshire County Council and meetings are held in the town. This group fills a much-needed gap in provision in North Derbyshire and is open to everyone. Frank hopes that the group will cater for those who find commercial venues unappealing or are not confident in attending them without social support. And if you can think of a name for the group they would like to hear from you as well! The group can be contacted via Sheffield Gayphone, 0742 758082 Mon. Weds, 8.30-9.30pm. Derby phone, 0362 483838 (Weds, 7-10pm).

"For the generations of people who will come after us, we have to remember that someday the AIDS crisis will be over. And when that day has come and gone there will be people alive on this earth - gay people and straight people, black people and white people, men and women - who will hear that once there was a terrible disease, and that a brave group of people stood up and fought and in some cases died so that others might live and be free."

VITO RUSSO, (1945-1990)

NOTTINGHAM AIDS HELPLINE

MONDAY TO THURSDAY 7-10pm
CONFIDENTIAL ADVICE, INFORMATION AND SUPPORT

The Nottingham Aids Information Project
P.O. BOX 208
NOTTINGHAM NG1 1NZ
CHARITY REGISTRATION NO 702079
ADMINISTRATION TEL: (0602) 411589

NOTTINGHAM BP GROUP APPOINTS FIRST WORKER

Nottingham Body Positive Group have just appointed their first fulltime co-ordinator from a short list of three applicants from around the country.

Fran Walsh, brings considerable experience to the post, coming from a background in mental health. She has worked for several voluntary projects over the years, lives in Nottingham and is an experienced Counselor and Trainer.

When OUTRIGHT spoke to Fran she said she was "obviously delighted" to get the job and will be starting work at the end of June. "We are bored with the base of services currently on offer at Body Positive to embrace the growing number of communities now affected by HIV. In this way, we will continue our work with people who are antibody positive and endeavour to offer them what they want and need," she said.

OUTRIGHT will keep you posted next month with Fran's new phone number as soon as it arrives.

"There are none so fit to break the chains as those who wear them,"

Paul Whitman, GLF Manifesto, 1969. These ads look as if they've soaked down the closed door. See you at Pride 91! Photographed at Leicester Lesbian & Gay Centre, 43 King St, Leicester.

NOTTINGHAM B P GROUP APPOINTS FIRST WORKER

Paul Woolf is putting the finishing touches to an exhibition which forms the cornerstone of his final exams in Fine Arts next month at Nottingham Polytechnic.

"When I told the organisers of the exhibition what I wanted to do for my portfolio they said it wasn't proper art. Thankyou that didn't deter Paul from steamlining ahead, and in a joint venture with photographer, Matthew Tomsen he produced a video of lesbian and gay pride, entitled "Swirling in a Cesspit Of Our Own Creation".

"It is ironic that, at a time when nuclear and chemical warfare are glorified, any meaningful display of serious affection is anathema," he adds.

For Paul the personal is very political and he believes it is worth making the political personal. "When it was the organisers of the exhibition what I wanted to do for my portfolio they said it wasn't proper art. Thankfully that didn't deter Paul from steamlining ahead, and in a joint venture with photographer, Matthew Tomsen he produced a video of lesbian and gay pride, entitled "Swirling in a Cesspit Of Our Own Creation".

The video is interspersed with black and white photographs and represents what it is like to be gay in this country at present. "It speaks for itself," says Paul. He has also completed a video filmed at the International Aids Day in London last year, around the ACT-UP's involvement which forms the other part of his work.

"Institutionalised homophobia still haunts academia and the heavy hand of censorship by the Polytechnic Fine Arts Faculty decreed that an image of two gay men showing affection for each other (without hardons), was not fit material for the Polytechnic Degree Show. catalogue and he was banned from using it. But Paul remains defiant and will be using the banned image in his presentation he says.

"It is ironic that, at a time when nuclear and chemical warfare are glorified, any meaningful display of serious affection is anathema," he adds.
DERBY AIDSLINE
Worried/confused about HIV/AIDS?
For confidential advice and information, phone FREE on Derby Aidsline
0800 - 622738
Mon - Fri 7-9 pm
Thurs 2-4 pm.

Mushroom Bookshop
10 HEATHCOTE STREET
NOTTINGHAM NG6 8JH
June 6th - 7.30pm

Reading from her new novel "Illuminations" at Beeston Library,
Foster Avenue, Beeston
Wicke selection of gay, lesbian, women's writing
Nottingham independent Bookshop
Worker controlled since 1972

MAUREEN DUFFY
Worker controlled since 1972
June 6th - 7.30pm
Festival Diary of Events - June

Wed 14 Aidsline Gala Opening Fantomas 41 - Amenity Rooms
Thur 15 Fantomas TV Day: Chester Wav with Cola Cola - Metro
Fri 16 Lemonhead (PG) - City Hall
Sat 17 Fantomas 4 (18) - Park
Sun 18 Fantomas 4 (18) - City Hall
Mon 19 Fantomas 4 (18) - Park
Tues 20 Fantomas 4 (18) - City Hall
Wed 21 Fantomas 4 (18) - Park
Thur 22 Fantomas 4 (18) - City Hall
Fri 23 Fantomas 4 (18) - Park
Sat 24 Fantomas 4 (18) - City Hall
Sun 25 Fantomas 4 (18) - Park

Film Tickets £1.50 - £1.25 concs. Family tickets (2 adults, 2 children) £3.00

DERBY FILM FESTIVAL
Fantastique is the name of the gate at this year's Derby Film Festival.
The festival spans three venues - the Metro Cinema - familiar to our readers
and the Derby Assembly Rooms and the smaller Guildhall. The festival opens with "Fantasia"
at the Assembly Rooms and closes with "Dr. Caligari" at the Metro. The festival runs from the 14th June to 23rd June
and includes "Metropolis" and "Fahrenheit 451". Bookings can be made through
any of the three venues.

Cinemas Fantastique

Graham from THE PINEAPPLE INN
Graeme and Jeff welcome you to
THE PINEAPPLE INN
27 Burleys Way, Leicester,
LEICESTER LEAD Pub

Barrie & Julian Ward Griffiths
Solicitors

Barrie & Julian Ward Griffiths
Solicitors
3 Clarendon Street
Nottingham NG1 5HS
Telephone (0602) 472626
After Hours (0602) 602324

Barrie and Julian Ward Griffiths
Solicitors

Call Edward on (0602) 780124
for advertising
Outright is published monthly by
Naff Co-operative Ltd.,
PO Box 4, West PDO
Nottingham NG7 2Dj

Evelyn Silver
Traditional Acupuncture

11 Buryhill Road
Forest Fields
Nottingham
Tel. 0602 772939
A NEW SERVICE FOR GAY MEN

HIV/AIDS UPDATE

LEICESTERSHIRE

LEICESTERSHIRE/AIDS Support Services has produced and released an audio cassette tape containing HIV/AIDS information and useful phone numbers. The tape is available free to agencies working with people who have
testing, safer sex and sexual well-being in general,

- free condoms
- free ECY
- Hepatitis B vaccination (available soon)

- meeting place for groups

- no appointment necessary

All in comfortable informal surroundings

NOTTINGHAM HEALTH SHOP

BROAD STREET HOCKLEY

Drop in or ring Ashley on (0602) 475414

POSITIVE THEATRE

Derby Friends of Friend brought Positive Theatre back to the City, for two nights at the end of April at St. Helens House and played to a near capacity audience of 200 each night. The event was attended by the Deputy Lord Mayor of Derby and received financial assistance from the Pa-

Virtue Trust, East Midlands Arts, and the Southern Der-

The event was attended by the Deputy Lord Mayor of Derby and received financial assistance from the Pa-

Virtue Trust, East Midlands Arts, and the Southern Der-

byshire Health Authority. Positive Theatre is a unique theatre company in that all of its members are HIV positive or living with AIDS and is composed mostly of gay men, who came together through work-

shops up to two years ago.

The company had been scheduled to appear earlier in the year but fire destroyed the venue they were to perform in and the event had to be rescheduled. Over 500 was raised.

FRIENDS OF FRIEND

A new social group, Friends of Friend has just started up in Derby and is open to anyone, providing a social and support service to gay men, who came together through work-

shops up to two years ago.
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